
THE MISSION:  You must create a business that plays a role in benefitting the community in which you live.  You may choose a business that focuses on services 
and offers goods or a business that focuses on goods and offer services!  

Persuasive Business Paragraph 3!  Tell us why we should support your business!
Sentence 1:   The Lead: (Get your reader interested)

Check out our popping products!! 
Sentence 2:   Topic Sentence: (Tell us one of  main reasons we should support your business! -should match with the thesis!)

 BarriPop is a great business because of its irresistible products..  

Sentence 3:   Supporting Details / Example: (Write a detail or example that supports the topic sentence!)

First, we offer a state of the art high tech super popcorn machine!

This machine is guaranteed to produce a high volume of popcorn 

in a short amount of time. It’s perfect for any big event!
Sentence 4:   Supporting Details / Example: (Write a detail or example that supports the topic sentence!)

In addition,  we carry an assortment of innovative popcorn flavors. 

For example, we have strawberry popcorn, chocolate lovers popcorn,

and pizza flavored popcorn!
Sentence 5:   Summation Sentence: (Review (using different words) a reason we should support your business!)

These creative and delicious products will enhance your popcorn

eating experience!
Put it altogether!  Now, indent and write a complete paragraph!

    Check out our eye-popping products!!  BarriPop is a great 
business because of its irresistible products..  First, we offer a state 
of the art high tech super popping popcorn machine!  This machine 
is guaranteed to produce a high volume of popcorn in a short 
amount of time. It’s perfect for any big event!  In addition,  we carry 
an assortment of innovative popcorn flavors. For example, we have 
strawberry popcorn, chocolate lovers popcorn, and pizza flavored 
popcorn!  These creative and delicious products will enhance your 
popcorn eating experience!

Basic Economics! BUSINESS WORLD 2012  Basic Economics!

The topic sentence is the first sentence in a paragraph. What does it do? It introduces 
the main idea of the paragraph.



THE MISSION:  You must create a business that plays a role in benefitting the community in which you live.  You may choose a business that focuses on services 
and offers goods or a business that focuses on goods and offer services!  

Persuasive Business Paragraph 2!  Tell us why we should support your business!
Sentence 1:   The Lead: (Get your reader interested)

Sentence 2:   Topic Sentence: (Tell us one of  main reasons we should support your business! -should match with the thesis!)

Sentence 3:   Supporting Details / Example: (Write a detail or example that supports the topic sentence!)

Sentence 4:   Supporting Details / Example: (Write a detail or example that supports the topic sentence!)

Sentence 5:   Summation Sentence: (Review (using different words) a reason we should support your business!)

Put it altogether!  Now, indent and write a complete paragraph!

Basic Economics! BUSINESS WORLD 2012  Basic Economics!

The topic sentence is the first sentence in a paragraph. What does it do? It introduces 
the main idea of the paragraph.


